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CNover ote
Part of the invitation of the ‘new 
lands’ of the 21st General Chapter 
was an invitation to be ‘international’ 
in our mindset. One of the biggest 
international challenges of our time 
is the global reality of refugees.
Many governments of the world are 
struggling to know how to deal with 
these people who find themselves 
living as refugees. Often, in order to 
appear strong for the local people, 
governments end up treating these 
people as a problem, no longer 
human  beings, just a difficult issue.
Easter reminds us that while we are 
all refugees struggling to make our 
way home, we are also all sons and 
daughters of God - one family.

In this new land of global refugees 
we Marists are invited to be a voice 
for our God-given, shared human 
truth - that we all belong to God and 
one another and we need to always 
treat each other with respect and 
love.
The political solution may be a very 
difficult one, but we will only find 
our way forward by treating each 
other as brothers and sisters.
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from the Provincial

Happy Easter,
Alleluia. You are a new creation!  
Live like it.
This message resonates within our 
hearts as we celebrate our first Easter 
as a new Province. There is energy 
here.  There is direction.  There is spirit.  
There is re-birth.  There is grace.  There 
is the confirmation of enduring love as 
triumphant over all evil. No wonder the 
Gospel writers set the scene “at dawn”.
Each of you is more than capable of 
penning some words about Easter and 
many probably have, again this year.  I 
can, however, invite you to share your 
personal experience of the Risen Jesus 
with your community.  We share a lot of 
observations, emotions and comments 
on life around us but sharing faith 
demands trust and humility, even being 
vulnerable.  We can at least be affirming 
of one another when we sense some 

gift of the Spirit in that person’s life.
The ‘new life’ unleashed by Jesus’ 
Resurrection is not only personal.  It 
is a community event, a movement.  
The word “new” was everywhere in 
our 2009 General Chapter documents: 
new lands, new way of being Brother, 
new communion between Brothers 
and Lay, new international mindset and 
heartset, new epoch of Marist charism 
... 
Such a vision was the focus of the 
recent meeting of the General Council 
with the Councils of our region.  It was 
not a planning meeting, however, or 
a review of what is happening in our 
respective units.  We each took time to 
see how we are personally moved by 
and responding to the Chapter vision.  
Emili challenged us using Gandhi’s 
words, “Be the change you want to see 
in the world.”  

Using the icons that he presented in his 
circular, “He gave us the name of Mary”, 
Emili led us in a reflection on the call to 
be ‘mystics and prophets for our times’ 
as our special way of renewing the 
Church through interaction, interiority 
and inclusion.  How would you complete 
the sentence, “If I took my spiritual life 
seriously, I …”?  He obviously intends 
for us to play ‘show and tell’ on this 
question in the coming months!
We know for sure that Brian Horton had 
a clear answer to the question as did so 
many of our recently deceased.  They 
have been wonderful companions and 
great Marist guides.
Alleluia indeed.

Jeff
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Provincial Council News
East Timor:  
After six years as community leader in 
Bacau, Br John Horgan will finish there 
in mid-September.  This was John’s hope 
and the Council is happy to agree to his 
desire.  John has led the team of tutors 
assisting the staff of the Teachers College 
with post-graduate studies.  He will do 
the Third Age program in Manziana 
and then return to Australia for a new 
appointment.
Br Paul Kane wrote to the community 
there, “John’s wonderful contribution 
to the Marist mission will, no doubt, be 
well recognised on June 6 in Baucau and 
at the Jubilee celebrations in Australia. 
At this stage let me say that Baucau has 
had the privilege of having one of our 
finest Brothers at its service for the past 
six years.  You are an inspiration, John, 
and we are very appreciative of your 
generous and faithful commitment to the 

people and Marists of Timor Leste.” 
At present there are five postulants 
and four aspirants.  Tony Clark is their 
formator as well as working with John 
Horgan as a tutor.  Late last year we 
approached the Brothers in Brazil for an 
additional formator – Portuguese and 
Tetum are the co-official languages of the 
country.  Br Inacio Etges, the Provincial 
of Rio Grande do Sul, has approved Br 
Lecio Heckler’s appointment.  Lecio did 
the Valpres course with Dennis Cooper in 
the late 1990s and has been working in 
formation since.  He will join the Brothers 
in Bacau in early September. 
Central Australia:  
The Council reviewed the letter Jeff 
had written to the Bishop of Darwin 
requesting a conversation on the future 
of Marist presence in Alice Springs and 
Santa Teresa.  We foresee challenges for 
viable communities of Brothers in these 

places.  
The Mission Council notes below outline 
a new approach we are considering: a 
‘community’ of Brothers and lay people in 
each place, together being a committed 
core group of Marists in ministry and 
living close enough to one another to be 
able to share life and be a support to one 
another in what are relatively isolated 
places.
This means that we have to revisit the 
question of housing in Alice Springs with 
the diocese, parish and school.
Oceania Region:  
In one of the sessions at Mittagong last 
week, the Provincial Councils of Australia 
and New Zealand and the District Council 
of Melanesia examined the documents 
that describe our relationship to come 
into full effect when The Province of 
New Zealand becomes the District of 
the Pacific in December this year.  The 
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documents are a Memorandum of 
Understanding setting out the future 
relations between respective leaders, 
the principle and practice of inter-
dependence, and initiatives such as the 
Oceania Council, and two sets of Statutes 
covering the two Districts.  The respective 
Councils have to now give their approval 
and communicate this to the General 
Council.  
A future issue of the Oceania Newsletter 
will provide more detail on this for 
everyone.
Canonical Association of Christ’s 
Faithful:  
The Provincial Council had an extended 
conversation with the General Council 
on our evolving proposal to establish a 
new Association in the Church whose 
membership would be both Lay and 
Brothers.  This idea was presented to 
the Province last year and the Chapter 
took its development as one of our key 
strategic priorities.  
The General Council now feels better 

informed of our thinking and is supportive 
of the direction we are heading.  Other 
parts of the Marist world are faced with 
similar questions to ours and the General 
Council would like to facilitate a meeting 
later in the year of people who may also 
be interested in our proposal.  
Truth, Justice and Healing Council:  
The Provincial Council formally approved 
our signing up to be represented by this 
Council before the Royal Commission.  
This Council was set up jointly by the 
Bishops Conference  and Catholic 
Religious Australia to co-ordinate and 
manage a “whole of Church” response to 
the Royal Commission.  
Its purpose is to ensure as best we can 
that our various Catholic organisations 
and institutions speak with one voice.  
The approach the Council will take will be 
compassionate and one based on truth 
justice and healing
As a part of the cohesive legal approach 
Church leaders want to take, the Council 
intends to be represented in all of the 

Royal Commission’s processes on behalf 
of the Church.  
There will be very significant benefits 
flowing from the Church speaking in 
a clear, unambiguous and consistent 
voice.  It will ensure there is no confusion 
in the minds of the Commissioners 
about the commitment of the Church 
to assist the Royal Commission. It will 
also enable the Church to demonstrate 
consistent empathy and understanding 
to victims of abuse.  On a practical level, 
it will also better ensure the efficient and 
orderly collection of data and evidence 
which will need to be presented to 
the Commission.  In short, such an 
approach will help demonstrate to the 
Commission the Church’s commitment 
and professionalism in this complex and 
difficult process.
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Mission Council News

The Province Mission Council met 
in Melbourne on 22nd March for its 
second meeting of the year.   Among the 
agenda items were these:
Extended conversation with  
Tony Clarke
The Council has introduced the practice 
of inviting a visitor to each meeting 
to discuss the area of Province life 
and ministry for which he or she is 
responsible.  This time it was Tony 
Clarke, the leader of the Mission and 
Life Formation Team.  Tony joined the 
meeting by videolink for about an hour.  
A fruitful discussion ensued, covering 
the way the team is working, the present 
suite of programmes, challenges for 
the future, succession planning, and 
strategic directions.

Future possibilities for Marist life 
and mission in Central Australia
Options for how Marist Brothers and Lay 
Marists may be able to live and minister 
into the future as a mutually supportive 
Marist presence Alice Springs and 
Santa Teresa were discussed.  Ways 
for facilitating Lay Marists to come to 
the Centre for a time, and concrete 
models for them and the Brothers to 
be associated with one another, were 
explored, along with the ways this might 
be understood and supported by the 
local Church.  This is seen as a quickly 
emerging issue not only for the Centre, 
but for all our regional or more isolated 
places.
Reports
Reports were received and discussed 
from those responsible for leading 
several areas of Province life and 
ministry:

Joe McCarthy (Director of Lay Marists 
and Leader of the AMC Pastoral Team) 
reported on the progress of the Term 1 
visits by the Team.
Br Michael Green (as Executive Director 
of Ministries) reported on the strategic 
planning workshop that he organised 
with Joe McCarthy and Tony Clarke 
with the three key teams responsible 
for “growing committed Marists” in 
Australia:  the MSA Leadership Team, 
the AMC Pastoral Team, and the MLF 
Team.  The day allowed these 15 people 
to develop a shared sense of their 
common purposes, and to appreciate 
the particular focus and lens that each 
group brings to its work.  Br Michael 
also reported on the three regional 
Principals’ Meetings held in March.
Br Michael Green (as MSA National 
Director) spoke to the reports of the 
most recent meetings of the three MSA 
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Regional Councils.  Among the items 
that each Council discussed were the 
first quarterly reports and the end-of-
year financial accounts from each of the 
Province governed schools.
Br Allen Sherry’s Quarterly Report on 
the operations of Marist Solidarity was 
tabled and endorsed.
Appointments
The Council advised the Provincial that 
Damien Millar should be appointed for a 
second five-year term as Headmaster of 
St Gregory’s College, as recommended 
by the MSA Leadership Team.  
The timing for the appointment of the 
Foundation Principal at Marist College 
Bendigo was discussed, following a 
recommendation from the College’s 
Establishment Committee.  Council 
advised that the appointment could 
well be made next term (for a 2014 
commencement) but it needed to wait 
until after the Provincial Council had 
considered the possibility of a Brother 

appointment, and that there was greater 
certainty around the capital grant 
application, the property purchase, and 
the re-zoning of the land.
The Council endorsed the recommend-
ation that Claudia Lennon be appointed 
chair of a new Advocacy Reference 
Committee to support the work of 
Catherine Hannon as the Province’s 
Advocacy Officer.  Possible other 
members of the Committee were 
considered.
Policies
Council gave extended consideration 
to the suite of MSA policies to operate 
in Province-governed schools.  These 
have previously been considered by 
each of the Regional Councils and by 
the Principals over the last eighteen 
months, and modified as a result.   The 
Council made a number of further 
changes, and approved all policies.  
These will be discussed with Principals 
at their next meeting in May.

A substantially revised draft of the 
Province’s Child Protection Policy 
was tabled, following its previous 
consideration by the Council and by 
other groups in the Province.   It will 
go now to the Ministries Professional 
Standards Committee for final comment 
before its formal authorisation by the 
Provincial.
MYM Strategic Plan
The draft Strategic Plan for Marist 
Youth Ministry (comprising both Remar 
and post-school Young Marists) which 
had been developed by the new MYM 
Council and Nehme Khattar as MYM 
National Coordinator was considered.  
The plan was warmly endorsed, along 
with some suggestions for developing 
a theoretical framework document to 
accompany the plan.

continued over ...
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Other topics considered
 X Recent staff changes in staff in the Marist 

Centres in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne
 X The Royal Commission
 X The Province Ministries budget
 X Dissemination of the Letter of Brother Emili, 

To The Ends of the Earth. 
 X Communications in the Province
 X Marist Pilgrimage 2014
 X Property purchase at Forbes
 X Capital development application from 

Newman College
 X Support for the Remar Ministry Team 

members based in Brisbane this year
 X Progress on refurbishments of the Marist 

Centres in Brisbane and Melbourne
The next meeting of the Council, in May, will not 
be a regular business meeting, but a more broadly 
cast strategic thinking workshop.

Members of the Marist Schools Australia 
leadership Team(MSALT), the Mission & Life 
Formation Team(MLF Team), and the Australian 
Marist Community Pastoral Team(AMCPT) came 
together at Mascot (Sydney) for a  half day 
strategic planning meeting on Friday 15 March.
Pictured here is Graham Neist (standing, facilitator 
on the day), and some of the participants as they 
articulated the fruits of 'growing committed 
Marists' if visioning 3 years from now.

Joining Forces
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Marist Youth Care

Unaccompanied Minors Program
Marist Youth Care is working with 
Australian Red Cross to provide housing 
for asylum seekers who are under 
18 years old and who have come to 
Australia without any family. They are 
unaccompanied minors.
This group of clients are amongst the 
most vulnerable of asylum seekers, often 
suffering emotional trauma, isolation 
and mental illness. They have all endured 
periods of time in immigration detention.
Marist Youth Care operates several 
houses which are run using a residential 
care model of out of home care.
Whilst awaiting the outcome of the 
visa determination process, staff work 
with the young people to ensure they 
have access to the full range of health 
and community services and to develop 
skills so that they can make a successful 
transition to living independently in 

Australia. They all attend school.
Community Detention Program for  
18-25 and families
MYC in partnership with DIAC is currently 
responsible for the delivering the range 
of services to clients who are 18-25 
and families in community detention. 
This includes supporting clients to live 
in the community in accordance with 
the conditions of their placement and 
ensuring the client's care and wellbeing 
while in community detention.
As part of their community detention 
placement, clients are to adhere to a set of 
conditions which dictate their behaviour 
whilst in comm-
unity detention. 
Clients will tra-
nsition out of 
the community 
detention when 
they are grant-

ed a substantive visa and are settled in 
Australia, or their community detention 
placement is revoked and they are 
returned into a detention facility or 
depart Australia.
While clients are in community detention, 
MYC will be supporting clients during 
the transition period out of community 
detention. This will involve preparing 
the client to depart from the community 
detention program property while 
working with Humanitarian Settlement 
Strategy providers.
For further details on either of these 
programs: Marist Youth Care  
                      02 9672 9200
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How can I not respond  
with the gift of my life?

Perpetual Profession of Brother Justin Golding, FMS. 
In one of the first major calendar events for the new Province 
of Australia, the Chapel of the Annunciation at St Gregory’s 
College, Campbelltown, was filled to overflowing on Saturday 
March 2, as members of the Australian Marist Community 
gathered to witness and joyfully celebrate the perpetual 
profession of Brother Justin Golding, FMS.  
In the presence of his family, Brothers and friends, Brother 
Justin made his perpetual vows of chastity, poverty and 
obedience to Br Jeffrey Crowe, FMS, Provincial of Australia 
and delegate of the Superior General. The profession of vows 
took place during the celebration of the Eucharist, presided 
by Father Gary Perritt CP, and assisted by Father 
Brian Mascord (Diocese of Maitland) and Father 
Paul McDonald (Diocese of Lismore). Also on 
hand to witness the event was a large contingent 
of staff, students and ex-students from Trinity 
Catholic College Lismore, where Justin has been 
teaching for the past five years. 
After professing his vows and receiving his Marist 
crucifix, Justin spoke to the congregation of the 
positive influence of a number of Brothers while 

a student at St Gregory’s College: “It was the beginning of an 
amazing journey that has led me to this very day. A journey 
where I have encountered numerous Brothers who have 
inspired me and encouraged me to consider their life as my 
own.”
Brother Jeffrey took the opportunity to recall the significance 
of the vocation of the Religious Brother in the life of the Church 
and within the Marist Community: “The word ‘Brother’ is 
precious to us and to our identity.  It describes not only our 
relationships within our communities but to people generally, 
especially to the young people who are at the centre of our 
mission.”

Contrary to the popular-held belief of Religious 
Life being a counter cultural choice, Justin 
shared an alternative perspective through the 
lens of faith: “When you look at this through 
my eyes, it seems a very ordinary and normal 
thing to do … not counter cultural at all. God 
has spoken and touched my heart. How can I 
not respond with the gift of my life? As I stand 
before you today, I can't imagine living my life 
any other way.”
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After thanking his family for their ongoing support, 
Justin took the opportunity to express his gratitude to 
those in the Australian Marist Community who were 
present: “This is such an exciting time in our history 
and I'm so excited to be a part of all that is to come. I'm 
deeply inspired by those of you who aren't Brothers, 
but have been grabbed by our charism and long to live 
it in the world. Thank you for the witness you bring to 
those we serve.”
At the end of the Eucharist, Brother Jeffrey affiliated 
Justin’s parents, Ken and Jenny Golding, to the 
Marist Brothers Province of Australia, as a sign of 
strengthening the Marist family ties. 

We congratulate and thank Brother Justin for the generous gift of his life 
in saying “Yes” as a Marist Brother,  and wish him every blessing as he 
continues to make Jesus Christ known and loved among young people, 
in the way of Mary and St Marcellin.

an invitation to attend the Melbourne launch of the new face of Marist Solidarity
RSVP helen.quirk@marists.org.au X other locations and dates in the future
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Evening of Appreciation for Mr Rex Cambrey

One hundred people, Brothers, family 
and friends, gathered on the evening 
of Friday 5th April, 2013 at Marcellin 
College, Bulleen to thank Mr Rex Cambrey 
for his sterling work as 
Melbourne Province 
Business Manager and 
more recently Director 
of Business over the past 
twenty three years.
In 1990, Rex, then Business 
Manager at Notre Dame 
College in Shepparton 
in Northern Victoria 
came to the Marist Province Centre at 
Templestowe where he succeeded Br 
Cleophas Simmons as Province Bursar.  
Rex quickly got to know the Brothers and 
adapted to the requirements of his new 
position. Those working with Rex found 
him to be a caring and sensitive leader, 
willing to tackle the difficult issues while 

showing great compassion to those in 
need.
A man of strong faith, Rex readily 
adopted our Marist spirituality. This 

spirituality provided the context 
for all he did. He saw Marist life 
from a Province perspective, 
supporting Provincials daily.  He 
readily accepted extra workloads 
when Provincials and Councils 
decided to take new directions. 
He invited school Business 
Managers together to 
enhance our Province’s 

mission and readily took on 
tasks asked of him by Church 
authorities.
Rex enjoyed the respect of the 
many organisations with whom 
he worked.  People learnt to 
trust Rex and see him as a 
true witness to Marist values.   

The evening’s speeches reflected this 
theme of trust, gratitude and respect for 
Rex.  Similar sentiments were expressed 
in an announcement made by Ms Jody 
Lennon on behalf of Mr Tony Lennon, 
Director of PEET Limited that informed us 
of the Lennon family’s wish and initiative 
to generously donate $100,000 to set 
up a trust fund in acknowledgement of 
Rex’s outstanding contribution to Marist 
life and mission.

Rex with his wife and daughters.   
From left: Angela Markby, Rachael Young,  

Rex Cambrey, Jan Cambrey, Michelle Cambrey
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We are grateful to Rex, an affiliated member, for his 
wonderful commitment to all things Marist, thank him 
for his generous stewardship over the last twenty three 
years and wish him all the best on his retirement.  He has 
worked tirelessly to enhance our Marist mission not only 
in Australia but across the Marist world. We thank Rex’s 
wife Jan and the Cambrey family for the support they 
have given Rex and wish them all God’s special blessings 
in the years ahead.

From left: Matthew Gorman, Craig Young, Rachael Young, 
Josephine Magnanini, Tony Magnanini, Jan Cambrey, Rex 

Cambrey.  Standing: Br Doug Walsh & Br Peter Howes
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Lay Marist News

The Australian Marist Community 
Pastoral Team has been kept busy in its 
efforts to personally visit each school or 
other ministry during Term 1. The visits 
took the form of a brief (40 minute) 
conversation with the leader of the 
school or ministry, along with a person 
who is seen to be the key ‘animator’ for 
Marist life and community in that place. 
Common to each conversation was:
• Encouragement for a ‘core group’ of 
Marists to be identified and known in 
the place. These are people who assist 
the leader of the ministry to promote 
the Marist charism, initiate gatherings 
that build a deeper sense of shared 
faith, life & mission among themselves, 
and arrange for formation locally. They 
do all of this with a culture of invitation 

to others. These ‘core groups’ will be 
keen to make contact with and involve, 
interested people who live in the area 
but who are not directly connected  with 
a Marist ministry at this stage in their life.
• Naming a ‘key animator’ for that 
community of Marists for 2013. This 
person takes responsibility for organizing 
the ‘core group’, and is someone who is 
endorsed by the leader of the ministry. 
This person is the main point of contact 
between the ministry in which they work 
or are connected, and the AMC Pastoral 
Team.
• Finding a suitable date later in 2013 
for members of the AMC Pastoral 
Team to visit the ministry in pairs and 
be present for up to two days. This 
longer visit is to make time to meet 

individually with interested Lay Marists 
to get an understanding of their personal 
faith journey and the ‘what next’ in 
formation, learn about their identity 
as a Marist and sense of belonging to a 
local Marist community, sound out what 
opportunities they see within the wider 
Australian Marist Community, and to 
come to know the personal challenges 
of meeting competing demands on 
their time and energy. There will also 
be the opportunity to have a shared 
meal with people connected to the local 
Marist community and hold a Forum in 
which a dialogue can be shared about 
developments within the AMC
Wherever this wide journey has taken us, 
we have been constantly astounded by 
the great people we meet. Passionate, 

Signs of Hope
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simple, hardworking. Quite inspired by 
the Marist way and quietly committed 
to making sure that a ‘new relationship’ 
between Brothers and Lay Marists 
comes to fruition, and carries the 
best of Marist spirituality, mission and 
community forward. These people and 

their attitudes and dedication are signs 
of hope in the new Province. We are yet 
to get to some of the ministries that are 
more difficult or expensive to travel to! 
We will be in contact with these places 
to organize a 2-day visit later in the year.

Joe McCarthy, Director of Lay Marists

Loving Father,
Jesus my brother
& Holy Spirit.
Mary my Good Mother
& St Marcellin,
Lead me deep into your love,
Amaze me with your grace
& increase my desire to love & serve you

(A guiding prayer for Br Justin Golding -  
shared by him at his Final Profession)

A prayer for the Easter Season
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The three violets seemed to be covered off when newly 
named Pope Francis I stepped out on to the balcony of 
St Peter’s Basilica in the early hours(EST) of Thursday 14 
May to greet the crowds. I was standing at Tullamarine 
airport with a colleague, Gail Coates, as we gathered 
around any television coverage available as the white 
smoke plumed into the air.  The next day, ‘The Australian’ 
newspaper reported: 

True to his values of 
humility and simplicity, the 
new Pope Francis, in his first 
appearance on the balcony of St 
Peter’s Basilica on Wednesday 
night, said: “I ask a favour, 
before the bishop blesses the 
people, I ask the people to bless 
the bishop.” He then bowed his 
head.
The values of humility and 
simplicity had been lived for 

many years prior to this short walk through the curtains onto 
the balcony, and his embodiment of modesty could not have 
been more evident in that moment of asking for a blessing 

from the people. This was a moment 
when the man could have been forgiven 
for losing himself in the face of throngs 
of supporters furiously waving flags 
and cheering his papacy into being. 
This was a moment where a sense of 
power and privilege might have dictated 
his response. But quite the opposite 
unfolded. A simple greeting; a request 

for a blessing; some shared communal prayer. Then, from the 
heart: “Thank you for your welcome”. Simplicity…humility…
modesty. 
Then we hear about his practical and pragmatic living out 
of mission. We learn that he has lived in a small apartment 
caring for a disabled Jesuit friend rather than the palatial 
archbishop’s palace in Buenos Aires. He preferred a bus rather 
than a chauffeured limousine. He cooked for himself. We read 
that as part of Holy Week celebrations in Buenos Aires ten 
years ago, he offered mass at a hospice where he washed and 
kissed the feet of 12 AIDS victims. His compassion is lived. 
Francis’s official biographer, Sergio Rubin, said that the new 
Pope would encourage “shoe-leather evangelism”, and 
frequently walked the streets of Buenos Aires talking to the 

Is the new Pope secretly a Marist?
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people. I couldn’t help thinking that his 
description of evangelism was another 
Marist flavor to the newly appointed 
Pope. It conjures up images of ‘walking 
with’ and presence amongst people – the 
method Marists have always adopted 
in their inclusive and relational means 
of bringing the life of Jesus to young 
people and to each other. Just last year, 
Jorge Mario Bergoglio, in his role then as 
Archbishop of Buenos Aires, addressed 
the priests of Argentina saying: “Jesus 
teaches us another way: Go out…..go 
out and share, go out and ask. Become 
the word in body as well as spirit”. 

The other striking thing about this 
moment was the reminder of how 
significant the body of the Church is in 
bringing about the kingdom of God. It 
matters what we do. 
Here is the telling statistical ratio:
     1 Pope   :   1.2 billion catholics
So, as Pope Francis goes about his role 
as the 266th official leader of the Roman 
Catholic Church, let us all know and 
embrace the role we have as one of the 
1.2 billion, (or one of the many more 
impassioned by the life and message 
of Jesus who are not catholics), to be 

leaders in our own small way. The leader 
of an RE department; the leader of a 
faithful family; the leader of a school 
community; the leader of a young Marist 
program; the leader of an immersion 
experience; the leader of a formation 
program; the leader to another person 
in their journey into their vocation. A 
faith leader in the community we live. 
And in doing so, may we embody a true 
sense of simplicity, and a reaching out to 
all people, as modeled by our new Pope. 
Joe McCarthy, Director of Lay Marists

P.S.
The following is the final paragraph of the piece written by the Superior 
General, Brother Emili Turu, in his response to Pope Francis being elected:
"So welcome, then, brother Francis. Thanks for embracing the dream of 
a more evangelical Church, enthusing so many of us who bear the same 
dream in our hearts. Count on your brothers and sisters in religious life, 
with our specific vocation amidst the People of God, when you try to 
meet the formidable challenges of the XXI century. Your commitment 
encourages us to become ever more consistent with the call to be mystics 
and prophets for our time".
Brother Emili Turú
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Communication across the  
Australian Marist Community
Thanks to everybody for their patience and understanding as we 
work with the huge task of updating, merging and aligning data bases 
that have existed in the two previous Provinces. 
As things unfold, for those of you who are interested,  the best way 
to ensure that are getting the latest news and are able to engage in 
dialogues and decisions relating to Marist life and mission, is to attach 
yourself with a ‘core group’ of Marists. 
Even if you are unable to be a regular participant in events and 
gatherings of this ‘core group’, by being linked to them and on their 
data base you will be connected. Every Marist ministry (schools, 
Marist Youth Care, Marist Youth Ministry, Marist Solidarity) will have 
a ‘core group’. If you are in proximity of any of the Marist Centres 
(Melb, Syd, Bris), they could be your point of reference to keep in the 
loop.
If you have any questions about this, don’t hesitate to call any of the 
members of the AMC Pastoral Team: 
Br Paul Kane Brisbane Centre  07 3512 9800
Carole Wark Sydney Centre   02 9218 4000
Br Peter Carroll Melbourne Centre  03 9389 3100
Joe McCarthy Melbourne Centre  03 9389 3100
Gail Coates Marcellin College, Bulleen  03 9851 1547
All email addresses are:   firstname.surname@marists.org.au

Much of the ministry news 
of the Province of Australia 
will be reported in ‘Lavalla’ 
It carries news from across 
our whole ministry network 
and from our teams working 
with across this network. It is 

published three times a year.
In our next volume of ‘New Lands’ there will be 
an email link to the soon to be released Number 1 
issue for 2013. 
As it is a sizeable journal some might find the email 
download too large (especially if one is on a slow 
connection) or you may just prefer to read it as a 
paper journal.
If you would like a printed copy please send an 
email to copy_of_lavalla@marists.org.au providing 
your full name and address.
Thanks for your interest!
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Brothers News

John McMahon and Bill Selden were 
publicly thanked and toasted at 
the recent gathering of Community 
Leaders for their service to all of us 
as Vice-Provincials over the past 11 
years.  Julian spoke for John and John 
Thompson for Bill.  Also a message 
from Paul Gilchrist was read for John 
and Jeff added some remarks for Bill.  
Besides their unique personalities and 
warm manner, both men have shown a 
great love for the Brothers, dedication 
to serving the Province, loyalty to 
the leader, and a willingness to share 
the responsibility of leadership.  We 
salute them both.
Brian Kinsella has returned to Australia 
after six years with Ad Gentes.  He has 
been in Pailin, NE Cambodia for four 
years.  We thank him for his generous 
missionary service, helping to implant 
Marist life there.  He will join the 

Enoggera community while his future 
appointment is determined.
Julian Casey has headed off for a 
sabbatical break.  If 5 years a Provincial 
was not enough, he has been in 
two floods this year at Lismore and 
constant damp.  He will be back in 
July. 
Darren Burge is taking what Principals 
these days call “enrichment leave”.  
He will be mainly in the United States 
during the second term.  Besides some 
personal time for a spiritual program, 
he will be looking at strategies for the 
education of young people at risk. He 
received a scholarship for this study 
from the state government.
Peter Stewart and Hubert Williams 
have also headed out for sabbaticals, 
starting with the Hermitage 
pilgrimage. 
 

Classes are out in Manila so we have 
Peter Rodney and Bryan Davis taking 
a break at home for a few weeks.  
Other “northern hemisphere” visitors 
- Jim Jolley and Chris Wills have 
also been with us.  You are all very 
welcome home.  
Geoff Kelly also spent a short time 
at home with his sister who is very 
seriously ill in Newcastle.  It is great 
that he had two Australian volunteers 
to rely on to carry on the project 
outside of Hanoi in is absence.
Greg McDonald spent a week 
in Boston recently, successfully 
presenting his dissertation towards 
the award of a Masters in Pastoral 
Ministry.  Congratulations, Greg.
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Other News

WA Marist Centenary
Planned Programme for 2013
Wednesday 23 January 2013, 4.30pm

ANNUAL MASS and BBQ at Newman College for  
ex-students of all Marist Schools.
(Same format as last 20yrs - 4:30pm start to Mass).

Friday 22 February 2013
MEDIA RELEASE in "The West Australian" Newspaper.
This marks the Centenary for the first day of teaching by 
Marist Brothers in WA (at Saint Ildephonsus College, New 
Norcia in 1913). We would like to have a half-page spread 
in the West Australian on that day in order to let everyone 
in this state know how proud we are of this achievement.

Saturday 25 May 2013, 11:00am
MARIST CENTENARY MASS OF THANKSGIVING in St Mary's 
Cathedral, Perth.
Archbishop Timothy Costelloe SDB will concelebrate with 
the other WA Bishops and ex-student priests.
We would hope State and Civic leaders would join us on 
this occasion.

Spouses, families and friends would be most welcome.
Light refreshments will be served at the conclusion of the 
Mass in the grounds of the Cathedral.

Friday 26 July 2013 - evening
MARIST CENTENARY DINNER at Rendezous Observation 
City Hotel, Scarborough, Perth.

Friday - Sunday, 18 - 20 October 2013
NEW NORCIA REVISITED.
Mainly of interest to ex-students of St Ildephonsus College 
(1913 - 1964).
Accommodation, meals catered for at SIC. We plan to 
have a Mass at the SIC Chapel at 11am on Sunday.
As a project to mark the Centenary, we would like to 
revitalise the Statue of Marcellin Champagnat in the 
circular garden in front of SIC. The current statue is 
shown as "Blessed" and should now read "Saint". We also 
suggest an explanatory shield be placed in the garden 
elaborating on St Marcellin, and the Marist involvement 
at the College behind it. All this would be unveiled at our 
October weekend.

Events at Northam and Bunbury are yet to be finalised.
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From left to right … Graham Neist (A) Josep Maria Soteras (GC) Jeff Crowe (A) Tony Caddy (A) Peter Horide (NZ)  John Klein (GC) 
Antonio Ramalho (GC) Michael Green (A) Cornelius Kelets (M) Peter Carroll (A) Ken McDonald (M) Ken Lasin (M) Mark Kenatsi (M) 

Kevin Wanden (NZ) Eugene Kabanguka (GC) Victor Preciado (GC) David McDonald (NZ) Paul Kane (A) Ernesto Sanchez (GC)  
Michael De Waas (GC) Joe McKee (GC) Terry Costello (NZ) Emili Turu (GC) Nevil Bingley (NZ) Siaosi Ionane (NZ) Darren Burge (A)

Extended 
General 
Council 
meeting

Extended General Council, is a means by which the General Council in plenary meets the Councils of a 
Region, to accompany the  Provincial and District Councils, learn about  the actual situation of the Region, 
and exercise co-responsibility in the animation and  government of the Institute
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They say that prayer changes things, but does it really change anything?
 Oh, yes, it really does!
Does prayer change your present situation or sudden upsets?
 No, not always, but it does change the way you look at those events.
Does prayer change your financial future?
 No, not always, but it does change who you look to for meeting your daily needs.
Does prayer change shattered hearts or broken bodies?
 No, not always, but it will change your source of strength and comfort.
Does prayer change your wants and desires?
 No, not always, but it will change your wants into what God desires!
Does prayer change your regrets from the past?
 No, not always, but it will change your hopes for the future!
Does prayer change the people around you?
 No, not always, but it will change you. The problem isn’t always in others.
Does prayer change your life in ways you can’t explain?
 Oh, yes, always! And it will change you from the inside out!
So does prayer REALLY change ANYTHING? 
 Yes! It REALLY does change EVERYTHING.

A Reflection

 (Supplied by Doug Dawick fms  - New Zealand)

I came across this the other day. Some food for thought here.  
See which ones apply to your life.


